Kalo assists in freezing assets held
by hackers in support of crypto
tracing claim in the BVI Commercial
Court
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In its order, dated 15 March 2022, in the matter of ChainSwap v
Persons Unknown, the BVI Commercial Court has ordered for the
continuation of an existing worldwide freezing order which was
previously made on an ex parte basis against persons unknown. This
order is believed to be a first of its kind in the BVI and a landmark
decision.
ChainSwap, represented by Harney Westwood & Riegels (Harneys),
is a BVI company that provides a service which is a permissionless
crosschain bridge. A cross chain bridge essentially connects two
blockchains and allows users to send cryptocurrency from one chain
to the other. Hackers were able to exploit this service in order to
steal large quantities of cryptocurrency tokens. These hacks caused
financial loss and damage to ChainSwap. ChainSwap compensated
the affected parties that suffered at the hands of these hackers. It
filed a claim to recover this loss from the persons unknown who
carried out the hacks. The claim is ongoing.
The hacker’s scheme entailed both stealing assets from users that
had given authority to interact with the bridge as well as instructing
the protocol to mint new tokens that operated on the bridge. The
tokens were then transferred to themselves.
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The
new
tokens
were
exchanged for stablecoins,
some of which were transferred
through Tornado Cash, which is
commonly referred to as a
‘mixer’.
Tornado
Cash
describes itself as a fully
decentralised
protocol
for
private transactions on the
Ethereum blockchain that, once
used, there is no way to link the
withdrawal to the deposit,
ensuring complete privacy.

Kalo were delighted to rise to that challenge and have played an
integral role in assisting Harneys and their client. Once provided with
the client’s compromised wallet addresses, through our deep
knowledge of crypto assets, transactions and the digital asset space,
we were able to successfully trace the proceeds. Our forensic analyses
followed wallet addresses that flowed to a number of centralised
exchanges. This led us to Croatia, where it is believed that this
cryptocurrency exchange has likely been used as an ‘off-ramp’ to
convert the proceeds into fiat currency.
Kalo’s expert report and findings were used by Harneys and their
client in the applications to the BVI Court seeking disclosure from the
exchange. The exchange is expected to hold KYC information that
will assist in identifying the hackers. It also provided an avenue by
which court documents could be served on the hackers, which was
necessary to enable the Court to assume jurisdiction over the
respondents and grant the freezing order.
James Drury, Director at Kalo, and lead on this engagement said: "At
the commencement of this engagement, it was believed that the
assets were untraceable and “there was no hope”. Kalo is delighted
to have changed that narrative and the prospects for the victims and
to demonstrate our skills in this space. Moreover, this engagement
and decision furthermore demonstrates the quality and sophisticated
professionals we have right here within the BVI who are able to
advise and serve clients from the BVI and the Cayman Islands on a
truly global basis as this case has demonstrated".
As a result, Kalo and the BVI are punching well above their
respective weights in the fight against crypto related crime and our
offering is up there and as sophisticated and successful as any in the
global market.
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